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About This Game

Planets under Attack offers a surprising depth of gameplay, while its intuitive controls allow even casual gamers to pick it up
and feel comfortable immediately. In addition to the addicting gameplay, Planets under Attack is an obvious labor of love. An

exciting and memorable cast of characters exist perfectly in this artistically beautiful world. From the ships to the planets,
everything has an essence of its own, with a memorable soundtrack and comical sound effects breathing life into the visuals

The goal of this challenging space adventure is to conquer a galaxy of planets, while undertaking a multitude of special
challenges. Take control of your mighty space armada, and wreak havoc across the cosmos, but choose your targets wisely!

Conquered planets will net you income to expand your forces, but you must carefully weigh the pros and cons of attacking each
planet, as timing and available resources are critical to victory. Above all else, you must keep a cool head. Enemies race to

capture your territory as you hone in on theirs and multiple battles will rage on all fronts. You must make tactical decisions at
every turn, from scouting your enemies and deploying units, to shoring up your planets’ defenses and knowing when to attack
and when to defend. Strategic multi-tasking and a keen military mind will lead directly to unrivaled glory…while careless play

will reduce your army to space dust.
The Campaign mode tests your military might with 32 thrilling levels, each with varied planets, tasks and game modes. Defend a
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planet until reinforcements arrive, fly into uncharted space, conquer planets and set up defenses before rivals attack - the list
goes on and on, as there is no shortage of objectives in your struggle for interstellar dominance. Start out as a novice and learn

the ropes, or ramp up the challenge with three levels of difficulty. The longer you play the more experience you’ll obtain,
allowing you to unlock new technologies, changing the way you play and ensuring you’ll keep coming back for more!

Online
In Online mode, don’t just choose your own path, make the cosmos your own personal battleground! You design the fight, from
choosing the amount of players, to selecting your maps. Simply pick a game mode, select your settings, grab some friends, and

cut loose.

Key Features

Impressive moving planetary systems in a three dimensional space

Stunning cartoon graphics

Fun, easy to learn gameplay in a rich science-fiction setting

8 types of planets

A diverse campaign with 32 levels and multiple game modes

15 multiplayer levels for 2-4 players – either in Online mode against other players, Skirmish mode against the A.I., or
work towards the same goals and team-up with players in Team mode.

Same system multiplayer – allowing players to play with up to 4 people at once, all on the same system, and in any mode
they choose.

15 unlockable technologies provide gameplay variety in both single and multiplayer modes

2 playable races with unique ship designs and gameplay variants
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Title: Planets Under Attack
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Targem Games
Publisher:
Topware Interactive
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7

Processor:1.5 GHz Single Core CPU

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:Graphics card with Shader 3.0 support and 128 MB RAM

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:300 MB HD space

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Polish,Czech
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First you definitely should buy the twin pack, they are giving you a discount for more contents.
Ok, this route, it is not actually the one for challenging or precision driving, it's all about scenery. My suggestion is don't stick
inside the cab, cause all the trains don't have too much in-cab stuff for you to mess up with. Instead the outside looking, the
liveries, those are the things DTG really spend efforts with. The reflection on the HST is just superb for instance.
The route itself is in very high details, along with the tunnels, stations and tracks. But again, this route isn't electrified with
overhead lines or third rail as it is in real life, so not too much stuff you can add later on.
The route also includes other small stations in Cardiff which you can enjoy during a scenario with the 143, pretty neat little
things they added.
Overall, use a controller instead of keyboard on this, it's much better in terms of capturing nice screenshots and explore the map.
They are some known issues with this unfortunately, like the headlights automatically switches off once you are in passenger
view in the 175, I think they maybe fix those things in the future, hopefully.
At last, I will recommend this route if you enjoy those lovely sceneries, this is absolutely the one. But if you are looking for
realistic driving, perhaps you will want to wait for a discount or some more related add-ons for the route.. The simplicity of this
game is it's greatest part. Point and shoot! I've been able to show off my Vive to countless people who are immedietly enthralled
with this game. The art style also means that most people won't get scared by it, which is great for me and the safety of my Vive.
I highly reccomend this game!. I paid like ten cents for this game, and I overpaid. I was almost halfway towards saving the funds
for buying myself some delicious ramen noodles, but instead all I got was this game and major depression.. Totally worth
buying! If you're on the fence, jump over, you won't regret it.. While I like this game, there was a point where my choice didn't
seem to matter. In chapter 6 I chose to be an ambassador, yet the next page, the start of chapter 7, skipped straight into "The
beginning of the war..." as if I'd said to just go to war. I'm not sure if that's intentional or a mistake in the game, but I
recommend this game regardless.. its a fun little game when you play for the 1st time but its geting borring really fast because
the carrer mode is too short and the online servers are always empty. Also paying 50$ is way too much for what you get in this
game. at 14km/h u just turn around and around...wtf gravel this is a fxcking death game with 0 players. For the most part , it
beats FRAPS and Bandicam in every single way. I am able to hook up a webcam and automatically have an overlay, set a
stopwatch, and more! However what this software doesn't do is that it doesn't have an area recorder, and won't work with some
indie games (based on some .exe files). So, if you plan on doing a lot of internet gameplay (i.e. Happy Wheels), this is not for
you. if you wanna do some older .exe files and older games, I'm sorry, but the issue is the same and you should go with
Bandicam. I do recommend this software for anyone who wishes to record more recent games and desire small files with
overlays that make editing very efficient.. How do you even play the mini games? 0.o
the game will be great if you could actually play any of the minigames... once loaded in the sign board just keeps saying
"Loading inventory"... so cant give a good review for now :(. One of the track of the soundtrack has a theremin.
Case closed.. I love this game! A total classic, and it never gets old!
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It's a fast paced Gauntlet style game.. Sentimental, funny, sometimes totally stupid. I love it.. Reminds me me of the awesome
C64 game.. Didnt get more than 2 mins into game and I get a bug. As I drop into water to grab 1st cog the hero falls through
map not dying but you can not see the hero so you have no choice but to exit. Terrible art.
Shallow story.
Counter-intuitive controls.
Insults player.

Don't bother.. great price very relaxing and looks amazing. splendido simulatore di guida.........emozioni uniche!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.
Uniball has an incredibly steep learning curve, which can scare away some new players quickly. If you push through and really
nail down the controls, it's a very fun game. Watching games with the highest-level players is very entertaining, and motivates
you to get better. The better you get, the more fun it is. While experienced players are usually more than willing to play in
games with new players and help out/provide tips, don't expect to actually hang with them until you put in a lot of hours
mastering the mechanics.. i love this game its so much fun!
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